
BOSE ELECTROMAGNETIC SUSPENSION

Thirty-seven years after Dr. Amar Bose hit on the idea of beefing up a loudspeaker's electromagnetic driver to be an
adaptive car suspension.

It seems that the smart play would be to cater to high-end luxury cars. For more information on car
suspensions and related topics, check out the links below. Using the same technology, body roll during
aggressive turns could be almost completely eliminated by forcing the outside of the car up on its
electromagnetic stilts to compensate for cornering forces. The result would be a car that could stay perfectly
flat in the corners, make rough roads completely imperceptible to the driver, and actually "lift" a wheel to skip
over a pothole. How does it work? Bose initially asked the public to think of the tech as doing to the car what
noise-canceling headphones did for the audio space. This proactive suspension system controls each wheel to
remove the dipping, diving, bouncing, and swaying a car experiences on a constant basis. When the controller
detects a disturbance, it takes 5 milliseconds for the motor to counteract it by applying pressure to the damper.
If you haven't seen it in action, it almost looks fake. Over bumps, through slaloms, and under braking, the test
car consistently remains level. The cost becomes less important at the point, as does any weight gain since
these are already massive machines. Bose Ride System seat for long-haul truck drivers uses a similar
electromagnetic suspension. Perhaps the system was too expensive, or the large actuators it required were too
heavy and bulky â€” either way it didn't take off. It's worth reiterating just how promising Bose's Project
Sound looked when it was formally unveiled in the mids after over two decades of research. At the end of the
demo, Bose representatives explained what was needed to bring the suspension to market in a production car
by the end of the decade: the cost would have to come down to a reasonable level for a high-end car, and the
weight would have to come down to no more than 50 pounds per corner more than the existing suspension.
Project Sound was not just damping the roadway bumps but actively counteracting them. And after 30 years
since it was conceptualized, the technology is set to officially reach production, thanks to a new proprietor
called ClearMotion , a U. ClearMotion calls it the ActiValve, which consists of those magnets, motors, and
controllers. Unfortunately, Bose never quite managed to bring Project Sound out of its skunkworks phase, and
the global financial crisis that arrived a few years later provided the final nail in the coffin. And from the looks
of the renders here, it's managed to make the system absolutely tiny. And then, rather than simply letting the
wheel drop in there, it would force the wheel downward, getting it to the bottom of the hole quicker and
making life much more comfortable for passengers â€” not to mention, maximizing grip and safety.
ClearMotion has offered no word yet on which vehicles will wear the tech, but the company has been showing
off the capability of this system with a pair of BMW 5-Series sedans , while the press materials feature a Tesla
Model 3.


